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Faysal Islamic Stock Fund

MISSION AND VISION
To provide world class investment management
and advisory services for the benefit of clientele
looking to maximize their financial returns while
minimizing risk.
To amplify our client-centricity by inspiring
innovation, championing customer service,
generating competitive returns, and honoring the
utmost ethical and professional standards.

MISSION STATEMENT
Faysal Islamic Stock Fund (FISF) endeavors to
provide investors with an opportunity to earn capital
growth by investing in a large pool of fund
representing Shariah Compliant equity investment
in a broad range of sectors and financial
instruments.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS OF THE MANAGEMENT COMPANY
The Directors of Faysal Asset Management Limited, the Management Company of the following funds
are pleased to present the quarterly report on the operations of the Funds under management along
with the condensed interim accounts for the quarter ended September 30, 2022.

ECONOMIC REVIEW
The Country's external account posted a sharp improvement in 2MFY23 on Year-over-Year (YoY) basis
as the Current Account Deficit (CAD) dropped to USD 1.92bn vs. USD 2.37bn in Same-Period-LastYear (SPLY), a decline of 19% on the back of 11% YoY increase in exports which have remained
resilient despite signs of slowdown in major export destinations amidst monetary tightening. Moreover,
the imports bill declined by 2% on YoY basis to reduce the overall trade deficit by 11%. Going forward,
we expected a sharp curtailment in CAD in FY23 on YoY basis owing to the decline in imports amidst
restrictive measures and tight fiscal and monetary policy, however, floods in the country has brought
massive destruction to agriculture and livestock which could possibly result in higher import bill (food
commodity) and lower exports (textile, rice, and sugar) resulting in upside risk to our estimates
Despite the reduction in CAD, the foreign exchange reserves of the country declined by 5.3% on
Quarter-over-Quarter (QoQ) basis to USD 13.59bn in 1QFY23 owing to debt repayments. During the
month of September, PKR depreciated by 9.6% to a low of PKR 239.71 / USD amidst expectations
of higher food imports due to the destruction in crops post heavy floods in the country. However, the
PKR witnessed a sharp recovery of 4.43% to close at PKR 228.45 / USD towards the end of the quarter
as Former Finance Minister Ishaq Dar returned to the country and took oath as Finance Minister of
the country. Overall, the PKR depreciated by 11.5% in 1QFY23.
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Headline inflation has continued to elevate in 1QFY23 on YoY basis to 25.1% vs. 16.15% in 4QFY22
(8.58% in 1QFY22) on the back of higher food, transport, and energy and fuel index. However, on
Month-over-Month (MoM) basis, inflation has declined for the first time in the seventh months (Headline
inflation for the month of Sep'22 stood at 23.2% on a YoY basis vs. 27.3% in Aug'22). This MoM decline
is attributed to a 65% MoM reduction in electricity charges during the month which led to a 17.7% MoM
decline in Housing, Water, Electricity & other indices. State Bank of Pakistan in its Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) meeting held in October has guided for FY23 inflation to be higher than its earlier
range of 18 - 20%.
In 1QFY23, cumulative tax collection stood at PKR 1,635bn, up by 17% on YoY basis, and surpassed
the quarterly target of PKR 1,609bn. Going forward, despite measures aiming for fiscal consolidation,
expenditure on smooth rehabilitation of flood-affected areas might result in a fiscal deficit higher than
budgetary estimates.
EQUITY MARKET REVIEW
The KSE-100 Index declined by 0.99% in 1QFY23 to 41,129 points, a decline of 412 points. In 9MCY22,
the decline stood at 7.78% (-3,467 points). The quarter started on a positive note with the completion
of the Staff Level Agreement with IMF for the resumption of the Extended Fund Facility (EFF). However,
the increase in Policy Rate by the Central bank to 15%, PKR depreciation against the USD amidst
declining foreign exchange reserves and political uncertainty, production shut down by corporates due
to import restrictions and higher inflationary readings kept the stock market under pressure. Later, the
sentiment improved owing to the revival of the IMF program with loan disbursement of USD 1.17bn
coupled with improvement in the external account, shunning concerns over elevated headline inflation
and political turmoil in the country.
The bull run was soon halted by extended monsoon season coupled with floods in the country as havoc
caused by floods was estimated to be at ~USD 30bn as the country faced its worst flood situation in
the past 30 years. Officials estimate that more than 800,000 hectares of farmland have been wiped
out by the flooding. Pakistan is a major producer of rice and cotton, and both crops have been damaged.
Heavy rains and floods also threaten the upcoming wheat planting season, at a time when global wheat
supplies are already tight. As a result, it is expected that the import bill might remain elevated to address
the food security of the country. The government has revised its growth forecast from 5% presented
in budgetary estimates to 2% for FY23.
During the outgoing quarter, Foreigners remained net buyers with a net inflow of USD 16.70bn with
major buying concentrated in the Technology, Other, and Oil & Gas Exploration Sector. On the local
front, Individuals (USD 22.97mn), Others (USD 10.32mn), and Banks (USD 9.23mn) remained as net
buyers whereas Insurance companies (USD 41.44mn) and Mutual Funds (USD 35.22mn) remained
as net sellers.
Sector-wise, Technology (763 points), Cement (254 points), and Power Generation (63 points) were
the major positive contributors in 1QFY23 while Fertilizers (-404 points), Miscellaneous (-296 points),
and Commercial Banks (-268 points) remained as major negative contributors.
Going forward, market momentum would be driven by smooth and swift rehabilitation of flood-affected
areas in the country, inflationary pressures, international commodity prices, and political stability in the
country.
MONEY MARKET REVIEW
During 1QFY23, the Government borrowed PKR 4.79trn and PKR 517bn from Treasury Bills and
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Pakistan Investment Bonds, respectively. The weighted average yields of T-bills in the last auction held
in 1QFY23 on September 21, 2022, clocked in at 15.97%, 15.95% and 15.99% for 3M, 6M and 12M
tenors, respectively vs. 15.08%, 14.89% and 14.95% in the auction held on June 29, 2022. The weighted
average yields of PIBs in last auction held in 1QFY23 on September 15, 2022 clocked in at 13.89%,
13.31%, and 12.92% for 3Yr, 5Yr, and 10Yr tenors, respectively vs. 13.96%, 13.07% and 13.03% in
the auction held on June 23, 2022. Owing to inflationary pressures, the central bank in its MPC held
in July'22 increased Policy Rate further by 1.25% to 15% to further cool the overheating economy and
contain the current account deficit. However, the Policy Rate was left unchanged in the MPC held in
Aug'22 as overall demand in the economy started to moderate coupled with signs of improvement in
the external account. As of September 30, 2022, the shorter tenor yields continue to remain higher
than the longer term due to higher inflationary estimates in the short run.
EQUITY AND ASSET ALLOCATION FUNDS PERFORMANCE
Faysal Asset Allocation Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted a return of 6.40% against its benchmark return of 0.11% on the FYTD basis. At the close of the period, the fund exposure was 70.25% in equities and
had taken an overweight stance relative to KSE-100 on Glass & Ceramics and Oil & Gas Exploration
Companies whereas an underweight stance was taken on Cements and Fertilizer companies.
Faysal Stock Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted a cumulative return of 0.51% against its benchmark
of -0.99% on the FYTD basis. At the close of the period, the fund exposure was 84.09% in equities.
During this period overweight stance relative to KSE-100 was taken on the Insurance, Technology &
Communication and Glass & Ceramics whereas, the underweight stance was taken on Cements and
Oil & Gas exploration companies.
Faysal Islamic Stock Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted a return of -0.77% against its benchmark of -1.90%
on the FYTD basis. The fund exposure was 75.93% in equities and 19.85% in Cash. During this period
overweight stance relative to KMI-30 was taken on the Oil & Gas Exploration Companies, Commercial
Banks and Technology & Communication sectors whereas, the underweight stance was taken on
Fertilizers Companies, Cements and Power Generation & Distribution
Faysal Islamic Dedicated Equity Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted a return of 3.61% against its benchmark return of 1.90%. The fund exposure was 94.39% in equities and the rest remained in Cash & Other receivables.
During this period overweight stance relative to KMI-30 was taken on the Technology & Communication,
Commercial Banks and Power & Distribution sectors whereas, the underweight stance was taken on
Cements and Fertilizer companies.
Faysal Financial Value Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted a return of 3.86% against its benchmark of 1.29% on
the FYTD basis. At the close of the period fund exposure was 53.75% in TFCs, 30.72% remained in
Cash and 9.09% in T-Bills. Going forward, your fund will continue to explore investment avenues in
order to provide competitive returns.
Faysal Islamic Asset Allocation Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted an absolute return of 3.05% relative to its benchmark
of 1.16% on FYTD basis. At the end of the period, exposure in Ijarah Sukuk and Sukuk remained
10.75% and 64.41% respectively, whereas the cash position was decreased from 25.71% to 22.21%.
Going forward, your fund will continue to explore Islamic investment avenues in order to provide
competitive returns.
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FIXED INCOME FUNDS PERFORMANCE
Faysal Money Market Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 14.32% relative to its benchmark
of 14.61%. At the close of period, cash allocations stood at 47.52% whereas exposures in T-Bill, Shortterm Sukuk and Commercial Paper stood at 19.97%, 20.13% and 9.94% respectively. Going forward,
fund management will continue to explore different avenues within the authorized investment.
Faysal Halal Amdani Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 14.47% versus its benchmark
of 5.50% on FYTD basis. At the close of period, cash allocations stood at 70.29% whereas exposures
in short term Sukuk stood at 27.35%. Going forward, fund management will be negotiating with Islamic
banks for a better daily product rate / TDR placement and will continue to explore different avenues
within the authorized investment.
Faysal Islamic Cash Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded a return of 14.84% relative to its benchmarks of 5.50%.
Cash allocations maintained at 71.50% with bank whereas exposure in short term Sukuk stood at
26.69%. Going forward, fund management is in negotiations with Islamic banks for a better daily product
rate / TDR placement and will continue to explore different avenues within the authorized investment.
Faysal Financial Sector Opportunity Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 15.59% relative to its benchmark
of 15.88%. By end of the period, fund manager-maintained liquidity in cash by almost 98.68%. whereas
exposure in TFC / Sukuk stood at 0.11%. Going ahead, we anticipate returns will remain competitive
due to consistent high yielding daily product rates.
Faysal MTS Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 15.38% versus it benchmark
of 15.88%. Fund manager increased exposure in MTS backed / Guaranteed Securities and T-Bills
while reducing cash due to rising yields. Cash allocations stood at 4.15% while T-Bills represented
5.59% of the fund total assets. Exposure in MTS had been increased from 59.24% to 88.61%. Going
forward Fund management will maintain exposure in MTS depending on market conditions.
Faysal Government Securities Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 12.46% relative to its benchmark
of 15.67%. At the close of period, exposure in T bills and cash were maintained by 9.31% & 89.32%
respectively. Going forward, the fund will explore other approved investment avenues to enhance yields
with a proactive investment strategy.
Faysal Savings Growth Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 13.33% relative to its benchmark
of 15.88%. As a measure of consolidation strategy, the fund manager kept the cash position at 42.84%,
whereas exposure in TFC/Sukuks and T-Bill were stood at 23.22% and 29.56% respectively for the
period. Going forward, the fund will continue to build exposure in lucrative investment avenues and
enhance yields with a proactive trading strategy.
Faysal Islamic Savings Growth Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 12.30% relative to its benchmark
of 4.66%. By the end of the period, exposure in GOP Ijara Sukuk and TFCs/Sukuk remained 34.02%
and 33.81% respectively whereas exposure in Other Bank Placements was 16.63%. The fund manager
reduced the position in cash to 12.68% from 20.36%. Going forward, your fund will continue to explore
Islamic investment avenues in order to provide competitive returns.
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Faysal Income & Growth Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 15.60% relative to its benchmark
of 16.22%. By the end of the period, cash allocation was maintained at 92.46% whereas exposure in
TFS/Sukuk remained 5.92% for the month of September 2022. Going forward, your fund will strive to
maximize returns in a competitive macroeconomic landscape.
Faysal Cash Fund
During the period under review, the fund yielded an annualized return of 12.69% relative to its benchmark
of 14.61%. By the end of the period, the fund manager decreased exposure in cash position from
25.37% to 0.69%, whereas exposure in Commercial Paper and ST sukuk stood at 41.78% and 53.87%
respectively. Going forward, fund management will explore other investment avenues for deployment.
Faysal Special Savings Fund - Faysal Special Savings Plan I
During the period under review, the plan posted a cumulative return of 3.99% against its benchmark
of 1.23%. The fund remained invested 97.09% in Bank Positions. Going forward; your fund will take
exposure in other investment avenues keeping in view the economic position of the country.
Faysal Special Savings Fund - Faysal Special Savings Plan II
During the period under review, the plan posted a cumulative return of 2.89% against its benchmark
of 0.45%. The fund remained invested 97.50% in Bank Positions. Going forward; your fund will take
exposure in other investment avenues keeping in view the economic position of the country.
Faysal Islamic Special Income Fund - Faysal Islamic Special Income Plan I
During the period under review, the plan posted a cumulative return of 13.33% against its benchmark
of 4.66%. The fund remained invested 98.62% in Bank Positions. Going forward; your fund will take
exposure in other investment avenues keeping in view the economic position of the country.
FUND OF FUNDS PERFORMANCE
Faysal Islamic Financial Planning Fund - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan III
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 3.65% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of 1.16%. At the close of period, the fund investment exposure in Cash
remained 99.58%. Since Inception FSCPP 3 yielded a return of 24.45% versus Benchmark return of
21.12%.
Faysal Islamic Financial Planning Fund - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan IV
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 3.32% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of 1.16%. At the close of period, the fund investment exposure in Islamic
Money Market Scheme was decreased from 88.74% to 67.01%. Going forward, fund management will
allocate the funds in different high yielding avenue. Since Inception FSCPP 4 yielded a return of 9.83%
versus Benchmark return of 10.11%.
Faysal Islamic Financial Planning Fund - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan V
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 2.55% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of 0.90%. At the close of period, the fund investment exposure in the sharia
money market scheme increased from 48.47% to 97.62%. Going forward, fund management will
allocate the funds in different high yielding avenues. Since Inception FSCPP 5 yielded a return of 5.59%
versus Benchmark return of 9.29%.
Faysal Islamic Financial Planning Fund - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan VI
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 2.00% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of 0.77%. At the close of period, the fund investment exposure in the sharia
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-compliant money market increased from 72.60% to 97.85%. Going forward, fund management will
allocate the funds in different high yielding avenue. Since Inception FSCPP 6 yielded a return of 1.51%
versus Benchmark return of 3.62%.
Faysal Islamic Financial Planning Fund - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan VII
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 1.72% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of 0.64%. At the close of period, the fund investment exposure in the shariacompliant equity scheme stood at 7.84% and sharia-compliant money market stood at 89.51%. Going
forward, fund management will allocate the funds in different high yielding avenue. Since Inception
FSCPP 7 yielded a return of -1.73% versus Benchmark return of 0.99%.
Faysal Islamic Financial Planning Fund - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan VIII
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 2.09% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of 0.40%. The fund investment reduced exposure in Islamic Dedicated Equity
Scheme from 28.47% to 16.68%, whereas the exposure was increased in Islamic Money Market
Scheme from 69.70% to 76.56%. Going forward, fund management will allocate the funds in different
high yielding avenue. Since Inception FSCPP 8 yielded a return of -3.65% versus Benchmark return
of -1.68%.
Faysal Sharia Planning Fund - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan IX
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 3.16% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of -0.55%. At the close of period, the exposure sharia-compliant money market
and Islamic dedicated equity scheme stood at 63.16% and 34.81% respectively. Going forward, fund
management will allocate the funds in different high yielding avenue. Since Inception FSCPP IX yielded
a return of 0.66% versus Benchmark return of -1.86%.
Faysal Islamic Financial Planning Fund II - Faysal Sharia Capital Preservation Plan X
During the period under review, the plan yielded a cumulative return of 2.38% on the FYTD basis
relative to its benchmark of 0.35%. At the close of period, the exposure sharia-compliant money market
stood at 58.66% in September. Going forward, fund management will allocate the funds in different
high yielding avenue. Since Inception FSCPP 10 yielded a return of 2.38% versus Benchmark return
of 0.99%.
VOLUNTARY PENSION SCHEME
Faysal Islamic Pension Fund - Debt Sub Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted the return of 12.35% on the FYTD basis. The fund
exposure was 43.13% in cash and 52.50% in the Government backed Ijarah Sukuk. Currently, the fund
is invested in floating - rate GIS with high coupon yields. Going forward, the fund will continue to explore
different avenues within the authorized investment.
Faysal Islamic Pension Fund - Equity Sub Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted the return of -2.37% on the FYTD basis. The fund
exposure was 87.47% in equities and 1.09% in cash. The fund's strategy at present is to invest in
companies with good earnings visibility and cash generation. Going forward, the fund will continue to
explore different avenues within the authorized investment.
Faysal Islamic Pension Fund - Money Market Sub Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted the return of 12.19% on the FYTD basis. The fund
exposure was 86.29% in cash and 12.12% is Ijara Sukuk. The fund is currently mostly placed in cash
deposits with a small exposure to floating-rate GIS with high coupon yield. Going forward, the fund will
continue to explore different avenues within the authorized investment.
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Faysal Pension Fund - Debt Sub Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted the return of 13.05% on the FYTD basis. The fund
exposure was 17.31% in cash and 81.57% in the T-Bills. Currently, the fund's strategy at present is
to invest in short-term T-Bills. Going forward, the fund will continue to explore different avenues within
the authorized investment.
Faysal Pension Fund - Equity Sub Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted the return of -1.78% on the FYTD basis. The fund
exposure was 82.35% in equities and 4.84% in cash. The fund's strategy at present is to invest in
companies with good earnings visibility and cash generation. Going forward, the fund will continue to
explore different avenues within the authorized investment set.
Faysal Pension Fund - Money Market Sub Fund
During the period under review, the fund posted the return of 13.19% on the FYTD basis. The fund
exposure was 12.45% in cash and 87.05% in T-Bills. The fund's strategy at present is to invest in shortterm T-Bills. Going forward, the fund will continue to explore different avenues within the authorized
investment.
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